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tion. Once again he pleaded against haphazard immigration:
rational and co-ordinated training was an essential prelimin-
ary. But even then there were limitations to the efficacy of
State action. * Economic influences outside our control
dominate migration. We cannot turn it on as a tap, though
we can turn it off, but what we can do is to ensure that the
stream when it is running flows into the correct channel.'
In the middle of March he returned to the Imperial theme
and developed it in rather more detail.   The occasion was a
debate on Empire trade, and Eden seconded a motion to the
effect that c this House is of opinion that the pursuit of a
vigorous policy furthering Imperial trade and developing
Imperial resources is desirable in the interests of this country
and of the Empire.'   The context of this debate should be
kept in mind. Something like prosperity and boom was the
order of the day; the further outlook was fair conditions pre-
vailing.   But over and above that, the historic fiscal policy
of Free Trade was the accepted system.   In 1928 it was the
Protectionist who had to state his case to a nation that thought
otherwise.   With the result of the 1923 election compara-
tively fresh in the Tory memory the motto was still: ' By
indirections make directions out'.   Mr. Barclay Harvey, who
moved the resolution, was astute and well-informed.   The
sub-division of the Continent after the war had multiplied
modern national feeling.   Several small nations were trying
to develop their own trade by hot-house methods.   Tariff
barriers were mounting.   These nations were no longer * the
easy field they had been for British trade in the past.   In
1913 Europe took forty-three per cent of its imports from this
country, by 1927 it had dropped to thirty per cent; and since
1923 the decline had been steady and persistent.    On the
other hand the British Empire took five per cent more of our
exports in 1927 than just before the war.'  He was careful to
say that he was not trying to make any antithesis between our
Foreign and our Empire trade and to omit that he was
avoiding fair statistical comparisons.   Bigger British

